Candidate

Candidacy

Evaluation w comments

ASHE, KEVIN

MAYOR

B+

The sophisticated campaign, polished campaign
messaging, experienced councilor,
questionable previous actions in office

BRENNER, MAURICE

REGION 1

A

Solid service in office, responsive to constituents,
polished campaign, very informed, attends most
community events, clearly demonstrates a response to
constituent concerns

BUTT, SHAHEEN

WARD 3

D

Missing in action recently, demonstrated much
enthusiasm and involvement as a councilor in the past,
coasting thus far in the campaign

COOK, LINDA

REGION 2

B+

Upon return from vacation, recommenced her energetic
involvement in the campaign, experienced with the
council, and demonstrates serious concerns for the
community

COURTIS, MICHAEL

TRUSTEE,
DURHAM

D

Missing in action so far in the campaign has skirted some
communication

CUNNINGHAM,
EMMA

TRUSTEE,
DURHAM

A+

Tremendously efficient, very productive so likely to be a
strong civil servant, enthusiastic campaigner
demonstrating interest and involvement in her
community

DOODY-HAMILTON,
CHRISTINE

WARD 2

D

Missing in action, appointed to the council in 2021,
demonstrate great awareness of ward issues, and
communicates well with the community.

FRAMPTON, JANICE

MAYOR

A-

Active professional in the community, new campaigner,
slow off the campaign mark but very committed and has
clear goals based on constituents’ concerns

HAROLD, Tony

WARD 1

A

Experienced campaigner, responds well to constituents,
an experienced business person who augers well as a
civil servant, responsive to constituent communication

HAYES, TOM

REGION 1

D

Missing in action, late registrant to the campaign, limited
contact information, media professional, novice to the
political scene

KAZI, ZEYNAB

WARD 1

B+

LINTON, STEPHEN

TRUSTEE,
DURHAM

D

Missing in action until recently, novice to political
campaigning, stronger with more experience and
development

McCAFFERTY, JAMES

TRUSTEE,
CATH

D

Missing in action, not enough information to evaluate

McGILLAN, FRANK

WARD 2

C-

Successful businessman, brings business acumen,
dedication, and enthusiasm to campaigning, promising

NAGY, MARA

WARD 2

A-

Well educated, dedicated to a political career, informed,
knowledgeable, attends events, expresses political views
clearly and succinctly, a promising prospect as councilor

NAQVI, ALI

WARD 3

D

Missing in action, not enough information for a fair
evaluation

NAZAR, BRADLEY

MAYOR

B-

Informed and knowledgeable, clearly dedicated to
campaign promises, not

Successful business professional, responsive to
constituent communication, promises much

PICKLES, DAVE

REGION 3

A-

RAJASINGHAM,
RAVEENA

WARD 1

D

Enthusiastic campaign launch but missing in action with
updating of constituent updates

RODRIGUES, PETER

REGION 3

D

Missing in action, communication issues troubling.

SARDAR, AYESHA

WARD 2

B-

SLOAN, KAREN

WARD 1

D

SOLIGO, JEANINE

WARD 1

B+

Enthusiastic and energetic novice to campaigning,
dedicated to responsible campaign spending could
translate to positive council work

SRITHARAN,
DARSHAN

WARD 3

B+

Novice campaigner, clearly dedicated and committed,
more information needed

STRANGE, GARY

REGION 2

B+

Successful business community member, relatively new
to campaigning, more communication needed to clarify
his policies and promises

TURNER, GEORGE

WARD 2

B+

Dedicated novice politician, demonstrates a sincere
commitment to constructive and real involvement in the
community, more info would develop image

Conscientious council veteran, involved, dedicated, good
response to constituents, responsible record, the
present platform promises are unclear

Comprehensive campaign platform completed,
communicating issues evident

Missing in action, back from summer absence, expect
positive and constructive changes

VALOOKARAN, TOMY TRUSTEE,
CATH

C

New to campaigning, strong background in his
professional work.

VANROOY, NANCY

WARD 2

D

Missing in action, more information needed for a fair
evaluation

YACUB, ANTHONY

WARD 1

B+

New to campaigning, dedicated businessman,
enthusiastic and dynamic, committed to his political
goals and promises

